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Year-End Giving: 6 Disclosure Requirements for
Noncash Charitable Contributions
Charitable giving plays a key role in year-end tax planning
for individuals and businesses. Nonprofits that are eligible
to receive tax-deductible contributions should timely
substantiate the donor's tax deduction by completing the
correct disclosure procedure. Upon receipt of noncash
contributions, nonprofits should consider these six
compliance requirements and disclose charitable
contributions accordingly.

 Provide a Donor Acknowledgement
Letter
Nonprofits are required to provide a donor with a written
acknowledgment to substantiate a charitable contribution of $250 or more. The letter should be sent
before the donor files their income tax return and must contain the following information:



Name of the organization.



Date of contribution.



Amount of cash contribution.



Description (but not value) of noncash contribution.



Statement that no goods or services were provided by the nonprofit, if applicable.



Description and good faith estimate of the value of goods or services, if any, that
the nonprofit provided in return for the contribution.



Amount of contribution that is tax-deductible (applies to quid pro quo contributions
greater than $75).



Statement that goods or services, if any, that the nonprofit provided in return for the
contribution consisted entirely of intangible religious benefits, if applicable.

Acknowledge letters for noncash contributions provided through Donor Advised Funds (DAFs) do not
need to include language that states the donation is tax-deductible. The DAF will provide that information
to the donor.
A penalty is imposed on nonprofits that do not meet the written disclosure requirement. The penalty is $10
per contribution, not to exceed $5,000 per fundraising event or mailing. A nonprofit may avoid the penalty
if it can show that failure to meet the requirements was due to reasonable cause.
See IRS Publication 1771 for additional substantiation and disclosure requirements.
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Year-End Giving: 6 Disclosure Requirements for Noncash Charitable Contributions (continued)

2. Maintain Records for IRS Form 990
Noncash contributions are reported on the Form 990, Statement of Revenue, Schedule B, Schedule of
Contributors, Schedule G, Fundraising Events, and Schedule M, Noncash Contributions. To disclose these
contributions correctly, nonprofits should maintain records that include the description of each contributed
item and the donor's fair market value.
For donated auction items, nonprofits should keep records of both the donor's fair market value and the
auction winner's selling price. If the selling price is greater than the donor's fair market value, then the
difference is considered a charitable contribution to the auction winner and is reported as a contribution
on the Form 990.

3. Prepare Form 1098-C for Vehicle Donations
Nonprofits that receive qualified vehicle donations with a claimed value of more than $500 are required to
complete Form 1098-C, Contributions of Motor Vehicles, Boats, and Airplanes. To complete the form, the
nonprofit will need the vehicle's odometer mileage, the year, make and model of the vehicle, the Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN) and, if the vehicle was sold, they will need to report the gross proceeds from
the sale, and the date of sale.
If the vehicle was sold in arm's length to an unrelated party or transferred to a needy individual for
significantly below fair market value, the nonprofit must furnish Copy B of the form to the donor no later
than 30 days after the date it sold the vehicle.
If the vehicle was not sold or transferred, Copy B of the form must be provided to the donor by the due
date of the donor's tax return for the year of contribution. For guidance on whether the donor can deduct
an unsold vehicle at fair market value, see IRS Publication 4303.

4. Prepare Form 8283 for Noncash Contributions Greater than $500
Individuals, partnerships, and corporations file Form 8283, Noncash Charitable Contributions when the sum
of all noncash gifts contributed during the year exceeds $500. If the value of the donated item exceeds
$5,000, the donor must get a qualified appraisal (other than money or publicly traded securities). The
nonprofit recipient is not a qualified appraiser for the purpose of valuing the donated item.
On this form, nonprofits are only required to complete Part V, Donee Acknowledgement. The person
acknowledging the gift must be an official authorized to sign the tax returns of the nonprofit, or a person
specifically designated to sign Form 8283. The donor is required to attach Form 8283 to their tax return
and provide a copy of Section B to the nonprofit.

5. Prepare Form 8282 for Noncash Contributions Sold, Exchanged or Disposed
If a nonprofit receives a noncash contribution and within 3 years sells, exchanges, or disposes of the
contribution, the nonprofit must file Form 8282, Donee Information Return. However, a nonprofit is not
required to file Form 8282 if:



the property is valued at $500 or less, or
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Year-End Giving: 6 Disclosure Requirements for Noncash Charitable Contributions (continued)



the property is distributed for charitable purposes. For example, no reporting is required
for medical supplies consumed or distributed by a tax-exempt relief organization in aiding
disaster victims.

Form 8282 must be filed within 125 days after the disposition. A copy of Form 8282 must be given to the
previous donor. If the nonprofit fails to file this form by the due date, fails to include all of the information
required to be shown on the filed form, or includes incorrect information on the filed form, penalties may
apply.
If the nonprofit did not file Form 8282 because it had no reason to believe the substantiation requirements
applied to the donor, but later becomes aware that the substantiation requirements did apply, the nonprofit
must file the form within 60 days after the date of awareness.

6. Create a Gift Acceptance Policy
Nonprofit organizations should also put a gift acceptance policy in place to guard against issues triggered
by certain gifts. For instance, a gift acceptance policy might require a nonprofit to sell donated stock upon
receipt. A policy might also require a nonprofit to reject contributions from a business that sells products
considered illegal under federal law.
Generally, donors can deduct noncash charitable contributions at the contribution's fair market value. For
guidance on determining fair market value, see IRS Publication 561.

If you have questions or would like more information, please contact Chérie Williams at
cwilliams@windes.com or 844.4WINDES (844.494.6337).

Chérie Williams, CPA, MPA
Manager, Tax
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New Standards for In-Kind Donations to
Nonprofits
Nonprofits often have contributions to the mission of the
organization, which could include accounting and legal
services, IT, fundraising events, and even volunteering for
program or administrative activities within the organization.
Recently, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
published Accounting Standards Update (ASU) 2020-07,
Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958): Presentation and
Disclosures by Not-for-Profit Entities for Contributed
Nonfinancial Assets. Contributed Nonfinancial Assets is
more commonly referred to as “gifts in kind.” Gifts in kind
can take many forms, including but not limited to:



financial securities that can be traded on the open market and converted to cash;



free or discounted use of facilities;



office furniture, equipment, and supplies;



computer hardware and software;



goods and use of property (e.g., vacation rentals) for re-sale; and



items to be used in auctions or other events.

GAAP requires the fair value of donated services to be recognized in the financial statements if the
services meet either of the following criteria: 1) They create or enhance a nonfinancial asset. 2) They
require specialized skills, are provided by entities or persons possessing those skills, and would be
purchased if they were not donated. This criteria is why general volunteer activity is most often not
quantified and recorded in the financial statements.
The objective of (ASU) 2020-07, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958): Presentation and Disclosures by
Not-for-Profit Entities for Contributed Nonfinancial Assets is to improve financial statement reporting on
the face of the Statement of Activities as well as in the notes to the financial statements. Under these
new rules, Organizations will no longer be allowed to group cash and noncash donations together as
one line item called “contributions” and instead report all in-kind donations as a separate line item in the
Statement of Activities. In addition, management will need to disaggregate the amount of contributed
nonfinancial assets recognized within the statement of activities by category that depicts the type of
contributed nonfinancial assets. For each category, the Organization has to disclose the following:



Qualitative information about whether contributed nonfinancial assets were either
monetized or used during the reporting period. If used, a description of the programs
or other activities in which those assets were used.



The nonprofit’s policy (if any) for monetizing rather than using contributed nonfinancial
assets.
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New Standards for In-Kind Donations to Nonprofits (continued)



A description of any associated donor restrictions.



A description of the valuation techniques and inputs used to arrive at a fair
value measure, in accordance with the requirements in Topic 820, Fair Value
Measurement, at initial recognition.



The principal market (or most advantageous market) used to arrive at a fair
value measurement if it is a market in which the recipient nonprofit is prohibited
by donor restrictions from selling or using the contributed nonfinancial asset.

The guidance takes effect for annual periods beginning after June 15, 2021, and interim periods within
fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2022 (i.e. fiscal year ending June 30, 2022 or December 31, 2022).
The guidance does not need to be applied to immaterial activity, but retrospective application is required
and early application is permitted. As Organizations prepare to implement the new guidance management
should implement a formal gift acceptance policy that will help the staff know which types of gifts
acceptable and which ones are need further evaluation.
If you have questions or would like more information, please contact Jessica Kober at jkober@windes.com
or 844.4WINDES (844.494.6337).

Jessica Kober, CPA, CFE
Senior Manager, Audit & Assurance Services
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New IRS Guidance under the SECURE Act on
Terminating a 403(b) Plan
Terminating a 403(b) plan has historically been challenging
for plans utilizing individual contracts. In order for a 403(b)
plan (or any 401(a) or 457(b) plan) to be terminated,
accumulated benefits under the plan must be distributed
to participants and beneficiaries. However, because 403(b)
plans are typically funded either by individual or group
annuity contracts and individual or group custodial accounts,
distribution in a 403(b) plan can be much more problematic,
since the plan sponsor may not have ultimate control of the
amounts distributed.
Prior to the Setting Every Community Up for Retirement
Enhancement (SECURE) Act, plan sponsors had only three options for making distributions upon
termination of the plan:



Delivery of a fully paid (individual) annuity contract.



Delivery of a certificate of fully paid benefits under a group annuity contract.



Distributions in cash or in kind of the investments held in 403(b)(7) custodial account.

Under most individual custodial accounts (as opposed to group custodial accounts), the plan sponsor
does not have the right to “force” a distribution upon termination of the plan. Consequently, if one or more
participants do not consent to a liquidating distribution from their individual custodial account, the plan
cannot be terminated.

Individual Custodial Account Agreements
In November 2020, the IRS issued guidance to satisfy the SECURE Act’s directive providing that if the
plan sponsor terminates 403(b) plans that fund benefits through custodial accounts, the plan administrator
or custodian may distribute an individual custodial account (ICA) in-kind to a participant or beneficiary,
generally where the participant or beneficiary does not affirmatively elect a distribution. The guidance is
retroactively effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 2008 (Revenue Ruling 2020-23).
An individual custodial account distributed in-kind under these rules is not included in the gross income of
the participant or beneficiary until amounts are actually paid to the participant or beneficiary, so long as
the custodial account remains compliant with applicable 403(b) rules through the date it is actually paid
out, and it will maintain its tax-deferred status until payment to the participant (even after the employer
terminates the plan).

Group Custodial Account Agreements
In the case of custodial accounts that are held as part of a group custodial agreement, the in-kind
distribution is accomplished by distributing a document that evidences the new individual custodial account
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and notifying the participant and funding vendor that the employer has no material retained rights under
the individual custodial account after it has been so distributed. There is no need that actual money be
transferred to the participant.
The participant maintains the right to take a cash distribution by liquidating the individual custodial account
or portion of a group custodial account and have it transferred to an IRA. However, new guidance allows
plan sponsors in situations where participants do not make an election to have the money transferred to
an IRA or otherwise fail to communicate with the plan sponsor, an approach they can use to fully and finally
distribute all assets, thereby formally terminating the plan and ending the plan sponsor’s responsibilities
with that plan.

This guidance should be welcome relief to those 403(b) plan sponsors who have been unable to terminate
their 403(b) arrangements solely because they lack the authority to mandate distributions from individual
custodial accounts.
If you have questions or would like more information, please contact Connie Lee at clee@windes.com
or 844.4WINDES (844.494.6337).

Connie Lee, CPC, QPA, QKA
Senior Manager, Employee Benefit Services
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Taking Stock of COVID and Its Impact on
Nonprofits
The good news is that 2020 will soon be over. The
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is causing enormous
consequences across the globe and there are few, if any,
aspects of our society that are immune to its impact. We
know many nonprofits (NFPs) are experiencing uncertainty
and concern for the future. Among the many effects of
COVID-19, entities are facing operational, accounting and
financial reporting challenges. At the time of this writing, the
pandemic has reached its highest point of spread with new
lockdown orders going into effect. Simultaneously, the first
use of new vaccines are being deployed in Britain, with
America likely to follow suit in a matter of weeks. This is
unprecedented territory for all of us and we can only hope that the deployment of the vaccine will change
the trajectory of the pandemic and that we might “return to normal” in the next six to nine months.
Regardless of the trajectory of the pandemic, it is important that nonprofit organizations tackle the impact
(past, present, or future) of the pandemic head on. To that end, here are a few considerations, as well as
resources available, that can be of assistance to organizations as they strategize for calendar year 2021
and beyond.
First, many organizations that service nonprofits have established useful resource centers online that are
worth exploring. You can find valuable information at our website, the AICPA’s website and many others.
I personally find that the CalNonprofits resource center is particularly useful and kept up to date. Any new
relief programs (such as the Cares act) are sure to be publicized in these areas.
Second, consider disclosures in your financials that can help the reader understand the impact of COVID
on your activities. Opportunities within your financial statements to really tell your story are few and far
between. At present, the best opportunities are in the description of your organization and in your liquidity
and availability of resources disclosure. In these areas there is the possibility of inserting some reasonable
management discussion and analysis amongst the required disclosure components. Since the pandemic
began, organizations have been including a COVID disclosure either as a subsequent event or a risk
factor-type disclosure. We recommend that management consider expanding this generic disclosure to
really bring to life the specific impact this event has caused. Considering that the effect of the virus is
almost certainly going to be spread across multiple reporting periods, a detailed disclosure could help the
reader put the impact into context and how it’s grown or been mitigated over time. Bringing your numbers
to life for the benefit of the reader is important. We have a variety of sample disclosures we can share for
your consideration during your audit engagement.
Finally, consider ways in which you can strengthen controls in the COVID world. Designing a solid internal
control structure has always been largely about addressing the primary concern: “What could go wrong?”
COVID is providing a robust stress test of this question as the pandemic has scattered workforces in to
remote environments for a time period that has transitioned from “temporary” to something less clear.
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Taking Stock of COVID and Its Impact on Nonprofits (continued)

It is important to recognize that if the circumstances of your employees have changed, so too may have
your internal control risks. Every organization should reevaluate its risks and be prepared to modify
policies to make them align with current work realities. Now is the perfect time to document the controls
that govern key areas of the financial statements and ensure that all related activity is tracked and supported
by appropriate documentation. In addition, we’d highly recommend that all organizations reinforce and
strengthen the segregation of duties controls to help prevent any unforeseen new weaknesses (due to
new COVID realities) in internal controls from negatively impacting the organization.
No matter what stage a nonprofit organization is in with its response to COVID-19, it is imperative that
management and those in governance keep a sharp eye on its changing environment so as to sustain
its mission work. In the meantime, we can all do our part and be optimistic that the vaccines will bring
the pandemic under control during 2021.
If you have questions or would like more information, please contact Mike Barloewen at
mbarloewen@windes.com or 844.4WINDES (844.494.6337).

Michael Barloewen, CPA, CGMA
Partner - Chairman, Audit & Assurance Services
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Windes is a recognized leader in the field of accounting, assurance, tax, and business consulting
services. Our goal is to exceed your expectations by providing timely, high-quality, and personalized
service that is directed at improving your bottom-line results. Quality and value-added solutions from

your accounting firm are essential steps toward success in today’s marketplace. You can depend on
Windes to deliver exceptional client service in each engagement. Since 1926, we have gone beyond
traditional services to provide proactive solutions and the highest level of capabilities and experience.
The Windes team approach allows you to benefit from a wealth of technical expertise and extensive
resources. We service a broad range of clients, from high-net-worth individuals and nonprofit
organizations, to privately held businesses. We act as business advisors, working with you to set
strategies, maximize efficiencies, minimize taxes, and elevate your business to the next level.
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